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Identity in human discourse
Identity in the real world is no mystery. We all know what’s meant by
individual identity, alongside national, cultural, corporate and multiple
identities. But when we went online, we made a mess of it. Engineers for
years have felt the need to analyse and redefine identity for themselves, to
solve theoretical problems like “stranger to stranger” e-commerce. Along
the way they turned relatively straightforward technology problems into
sociological, philosophical and intractable legal problems.
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Federated Identity
The formal idea of Federated Identity is about a decade old. Attitudes have
shifted over that time; some now focus on centralisation (see below). With
no one accepted definition, a common thread is “portability of identity
information across otherwise autonomous security domains”. The core
technical feature of sharing identity information is much more modest than
the business goals of typical federation schemes, which is to seamlessly reuse single logons across as many different accounts as possible.
•

Allows users to link identity information between accounts without
centrally storing personal information Liberty Alliance c. 2004

•

With the “federated” model, service providers do not aggregate their
account information, but rather establish a central “identity provider”
that keeps track of which user identifiers correspond to the same user
OECD 2009

A classic architecture
In 2006 the Internet Industry Association (IIA) tried to establish an industry-based authentication
hub that would broker the use of approved credentials amongst participating Identity Providers
and Relying Parties. With government funding, the IIA commissioned an architecture (based on
SAML 2.0) and a suite of sophisticated, well drafted pro forma legal contracts. But despite high
levels of interest, the IIA could not subsequently enlist a single company to pilot the concept.
When participants’ lawyers were asked to review the pro forma contacts, they advised they had
never seen anything like them before. That sheer legal novelty was simply fatal.
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A great many Federated Identity schemes, companies and technologies
have struggled and failed. In Australia, two well intended and well
resourced banking federations were cancelled. The cause is too often
misjudged to be a lack of cooperation. The more likely reason is that
federation is harder than it looks. In the case of MAMBO (which hoped to
create a single life-long account number usable at any Australian bank), the
banks discovered that BSBs are ‘deep in their DNA’ and the total cost of
reengineering business arrangements for a single portable account was
greater than first thought. Even Microsoft couldn’t make Cardspace
succeed, despite it being the supreme expression of the widely accepted
“Laws of Identity”. There is as yet no satisfactory unified explanation for the
failure of Cardspace. I contend that the problem is in Federated Identity
itself. We sorely need to understand these failures if we can have faith in
the “identity ecosystem” and the future of such grand plans as the US
National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace (NSTIC).

• IIA 2FA Scheme
• Trust Centre
• MAMBO

• OpenID
• Sxipper
• Cardspace

Quagmire!
Identity Management has deteriorated into something of a philosophical quagmire.
• Engineers earnestly contend that Authentication and Authorization are
fundamentally different, and that we must always authenticate first, and
authorise second. But in real world transactions, we rarely care who someone
really is; it’s just their credentials that matter.
• In daily life, we sub-consciously exercise multiple identities – across social
circles, the workplace, family, banking, healthcare and so on. Yet engineers feel
the need to revisit the question of how many identities do we ‘really’ have.
Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg infamously asserted that “Having two identities for
yourself is an example of a lack of integrity”. We should probably discount the
sociological pronouncements of a magnate whose billion dollar fortune was
made off the backs of mining personal information.
• Trust is an obsession of the “identerati”. But we should separate the real world
question of who to trust (which is generally easily determined according to
established qualifications and relationships) from the online question of
pedigree or integrity. The precise identity management challenge is how to
assure the veracity of credentials as presented. As the old Italian saying goes,
“To trust is good; not to trust is better”, meaning that in routine transactional
business, we shouldn’t be making value judgements about individuals’
intentions, but rather we should look to formal mechanisms that confer rights
and responsibilities for the specific transaction in question.
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A deceptive business case
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The “business case” for one serious government identity federation was not much more
than a cartoon, showing supposed before and after scenarios. At left above is a depiction
of how multiple Identity Providers and Relying Parties leads to a great many bilateral
agreements. It was said that authenticating all transactions via a broker would simplify
matters and lower costs. But the argument assumes that the complexity and cost of
multilateral brokered authentication is comparable to siloed one-to-one arrangements.
It’s not. As the IIA experience showed, the sheer novelty of multilateral federation means
the costs incurred with a broker are actually far greater.

Complicating generalisations
Federated Identity tends to address the most generalised models of identity management. Its
assumptions often go well beyond practical business needs, and thus can complicate the
security tasks at hand. Consider the following abstractions; each is theoretically correct but of
little or no practical import:

• Relying Party different from Identity Provider
Frameworks such as the Laws of Identity correctly reveal that many established service providers in effect
issue new identities to their customers. Orthodox identity federations cater for all Relying Parties to be separate
from the IdPs. In real business however, RPs like banks and government agencies usually are their own IdPs.
While this creates identity silos, closed risk management arrangements are not easily modified for the general
case, as we found at with the IIA project (above).

• User has no prior relationship with RP
Archetypal Federated Identity products like U-Prove aimed to support “unanticipated identity assertions”
amongst IdPs and RPs. But serious “stranger to stranger” business is almost unknown in the real world. Users
almost always have some kind of prior relationship with any service provider that relies on the user’s identity,
either directly through being registered as a customer, or indirectly via a recognised third party instrument like
a credit card or a professional licence.

• User’s client doesn’t know RP’s ID reqts
Federated Identity standards put great emphasis on sharing attributes in real time, so that transacting parties
don’t need to know each others’ requirements ahead of time. But in most cases, establishing ID requirements in
advance is trivial. The transaction context determines the appropriate ID: e.g. if you’re shopping, the merchant
will want to know your credit card number; if you’re logging on to your workplace extranet, the server will want
your employment credentials.
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What problem are we solving?
Many Federated Identity initiatives conflate separate security problems.

•

Identity theft, ID fraud

Certainly the scourge of cyberspace today is the vulnerability of personal information to theft and exploitation.
This is really a technology problem. Replay attacks on digital identities can be prevented in the same way as we
thwarted magnetic card skimming and carding: use personal smart devices to digitally sign personal data before
handing it over, to assure its pedigree.

•

“Token necklace”

Early generation two factor authentication technologies (one time password key fobs and challenge-response
calculators) are cumbersome. Part of the problem is novelty. We have grown accustomed to conventional key
rings and wallets, and rarely if ever think to have just one key or just one plastic card.

•

Registration difficulty

Many services ask for more or less identical proof-of-identity when you first register. There is a real need to simplify
registration processes, but in higher risk sectors, resolving liability for referred evidence of identity (amongst banks
for instance operating under KYC rules) is hard. Legislation is required, and it comes with restrictions.

•

Capitalise on existing registrations

Once you’ve gone to the time and cost of getting registered, it would indeed be useful to not have to repeat the
exercise, but instead have each new service refer back to an established identity. The practical problem is that the
risk profile of each service tends to be different, and orthodox risk management techniques require each business
to control its own user relationships.

•

Stranger-to-stranger e-business

Implicit in many Federated Identity visions is the idea of total strangers being able to meet online and strike up new
transactional business without delay. For serious real world transactions, this is unprecedented, and managing
identification risk remotely proves to be easier said than done.

CNP fraud trends
Card Not Present fraud online is the model identity crime. It is child’s play to present stolen credit card details
to merchant websites; vast online criminal clearing houses trade in tens of millions of stolen records, obtained
from sophisticated breaches (or simple inside jobs) at large retailers and payments processors.
The Australian Payments Clearing Association (APCA) releases card fraud statistics every six months for the
preceding 12m period. Lockstep monitors these figures, crunches them and plots the trend data. Here's the
latest picture of Australian payment card fraud growth over the past six calendar years CY2006-11.
CNP fraud is growing at around 50% p.a.

http://lockstep.com.au/blog/payments
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What identity ecosystem?
Major efforts are currently underway to construct a new identity “ecosystem”. In truth, most of
the proposals are elaborate architectures and not true ecosystems. Natural ecosystems evolve
in response to real world environmental challenges, whereas artificial ecosystems tend to be
fragile and need constant care and intervention to stave off collapse.
Instead of building new ones, we should look more closely at existing identity ecosystems and
metasystems. The past twenty years has seen a great variety of identity methods and devices
emerge. In parallel, Internet business has developed under the existing metasystem of laws,
regulations, contracts, industry codes and traditional risk management ploys.
Where does this variety come from?

Identity is memetic
The very variety of identity methods suggests an ecological explanation. It seems most likely
that different methods have evolved in response to different environmental pressures.
Each digital identity can be unpacked into discrete traits relating to security technique,
registration process, identification requirements, user interface, algorithms, key lengths,
liability arrangements and so on. These traits can be seen as memes: heritable units of
business and technological “culture”.
Using the ecological frame, we can see that different selection pressures operate in different
business environments, and that identity memes evolve over time in response. Examples
include fraud, privacy, convenience, accessibility, regulations (like Basel II, KYC rules,
AML/CTF, HIPAA and HSPD-12), professional standards, and new business models like
branchless banking and associated Electronic Verification of Identity. This thinking leads to a
more generous understanding of identity silos as ecological niches in different ecosystems,
like banking, retail, government, healthcare, education and the professions.
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Think global, act local!

An alternative to wholesale federation is to have users
keep their diverse digital identities closer, exercising
them independently via personal authentication
devices like smart phones and smartcards. Benefits
include decentralisation (for better privacy and better
performance), legal and regulatory simplicity (for it
preserves existing arrangements) and lower cost (it
avoids the greatest cost of any IT transformation,
namely business process reengineering).
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See also http://lockstep.com.au/technologies/stepwise
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Further reading
• Identity Evolves: Why Federated Identity is easier said than done
AusCERT 2011 Security Conference, Gold Coast, May 2011
http://lockstep.com.au/library/identity_authentication/anecological-theory-of-digit
• Integrating Chip and PIN with 3D Secure
Cards & Payments Australasia 2012
http://lockstep.com.au/library/smartcards/integrating-chip-andpin-with
• Relationship Certificates Lockstep Whitepaper
http://lockstep.com.au/library/pki/relationship_certificates
• Lockstep’s identity blog
http://lockstep.com.au/blog/identity
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